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A girl adrift junk map

The survival of a girl who floats in a world that has been submerged in water! A gradual click game made by Team Tapas and published by DAERISOFT. Let's fish and explore the world you've never seen before! App Store: Click on Game Store: Click On List pagesRed are Fish Types Skins Help Player Stock Attention This wiki contains unmarked spoilers that can ruin your
experience of the game series. Please read and explore at your own risk! Girl Adrift is a simple role-playing game. We are talking about the world that is flooded, and humanity consists only of survivors on small remote islands. Your character survives by living on a raft and catching tons of fish. Every little settlement people need fishing for them. The game itself is a tap - press to
release the fishing line. You need to quickly touch to fight fish after you have caught one. Girl Adrift is a mobile game for iOS and Android platforms. This game deals mainly with girl fishing on a wooden platform. The game consists only of catching any sea creature or object crossed during hunting. The developer set up this fishing video game with excellent animation and has
everything for anime Chibi. First of all, there is nothing outside this context. It's all in the game of Chibi simulation. You can download this fantastic game via this link. Storyline Girl Adrift begins with a world that is ravaged by many natural disasters. Cataclysm engulfs the universe. Fish in the ocean mate and become giant. You, with a small fishing line, will begin your journey to
conquer the sea. The yellow element on the left is like help. Usually you can find those as relief or help bags on the screen, always fly. As we said, this is help, as it can be used for fishing in a faster period. On the right is the backpack. It will show how many pieces of sea creatures you can get. When you beat a particular rare monster or boss, you can sell or smuggle them. Sea
creatures, when fishing, except for intelligent beings, can only fall these pieces. Although you can carry parts of animals, you can also take the junk that accidentally fishes or even pieces that will help you finish certain things. However, it should be done in a port. When we are finished with the bottom row, the level and experience will appear. The green bar is the experience you
gain while fishing or doing different things. And this bar to the level up should reach 100%. As we said, experience is obtained by doing different things or with the simpleest thing. The higher the level of prey, the more points will be. And to the right of the experience bar is the time that you've played all over it all (it only tells you when the app is running). As we said, when you
press the rank button, then press the option where they appear and fish, it will send you in the view fish, which is divided into three types: standard, rare and boss. There is a wide variety of creatures in each type, and the most difficult to hunt are the bosses. Although it is usually easy to know when a boss will appear, since the skull will appear on the map to a certain place, of a
certain level, they are very difficult. Usually, when you have their HP bar in purple, it means that they are very complex for your level. And if they're in red, you can't catch it right now. Otherwise, rare and regular are found while fishing casually throughout the match. Again, by pressing where Rang writes, then leading the character, we'll see how many rows are there. This means
what the limit is and what rewards or rewards you can have when you are already at a certain level. It should also be clarified that the level and scope are quite different. The level rises every time the attempt bar reaches 100%. However, the field does not work as the level. This is quite different, as it takes time to rise. Honestly we do not know if there is a certain level to climb any
rank or to do some things. However, the class limit is 45, and so is a standard that is about +4000.Items to customize your character and platform/raft can be found by pressing the ship inside the bottle and saying Skin (at the top). The things you need to customize are seven elements: reed, head accessories, hair, clothes, trimming, the edge of the ruffles, and a lamp. These
items can be obtained by purchasing them in ports. Each port will sell a variety of things. Moreover, we are talking that all the elements will not have the same price, and usually you can get these items with the beads. When you get to a level, it will give you more capabilities or more weapons to customize, for example, the cannon, machine gun, etc. You can get the card by
tapping on the paper you have at the top of the screen and in the center. This is an extensive map where you can see where certain places are located and move from place to place. There are also objects to speed up the trip or make them in fast mode. Press the place you want to go, and under the card will appear a shell and a yellow arrow with wings. These elements will help
you make a quick trip. However, it has its price and each specific time they will charge you to use it again. Usually the map below gives you all the symbols that can appear, and it's easy to understand them. The logo is: Anchor: the anchor symbol indicates that it is a port. There will be a hero who will ask you to do missions, and once you have done so, go back and ask for your
reward. Also, in ports, you can buy your sites and sell parts. Red dot: the red dot is a catch area for certain fish. you can find fish of any kind. But every time you go to a red dot, you'il get a boss-type creature. Exclamation mark: this character that you have to go there. This is for an order that you have already executed or for something needed at a port. Dove: the sign of popcorn,
but golden means that the site is ready to be reviewed. Usually those sites that have that popcorn are usually games or places to get certain things, especially money or pieces. Signal for fish: the yellow sign with fish will mean that there is a rare creature there. You can see animals that you have already seen and caught, or occasionally, new ones. And also, in some cases, they
may appear to you of the boss type. Skull: the skull means there's a creature like the boss. Every time you see the head on the spot, it will always be a new being. These things will appear more times. But for the first time you will see a type of boss who will appear with the skull, and later come up with the fish signal. Little head: the hero's head means where you are right now.
Speaking of the characters, we only have one to use throughout the game. Although you can customize your clothes, which is hair, head accessories and clothing. You can also customize your platform where it happens and your boat. Usually there are many things to put on, or rather a lot of things to buy for your character and her weapon. And you will not get all the pieces to
customize cheap or easy to get this kind of money needed. There are three main objects, but in reality these items were bought from our money. Each of them is obtained in different ways. In particular, the most used items are pearls and fish food. Fish feed: Fish food that can be said to be the most essential and vital, except that it is easiest to obtain. Pearls: Pearls are already
money. So, it's more challenging to get, and don't get many of them. These items can be obtained by selling certain products in sports, in games to earn money, doing missions, or something else in particular. Pearls help you get adaptive things. With them you can buy accessories for your character to improve some of your weapons. Dark plates: this kind of money is harder to
get. However, if you can, by doing missions or going to a special place to claim them, in this case, decide whether using dark plates or pearls to upgrade your character. If you choose the plates, they will give you small amounts. However, they will help you improve your weapons dramatically. You start at a pointless point in the ocean with the girl and the saal. The first thing to do
is to wake up the little girl who is sleeping. Then you can fish for your first fish. Release the bait by pressing and holding the screen. The longer it lasts, the longer it sinks, and the more likely you are to encounter large fish. You will encounter a fish that you cannot for the first time. After fishing and acquaintance, you will move to the boss's first fishing spot. In the game, there to
give you a task. Making quests will provide you with more money and resources to upgrade or buy the necessary items. Speaking of improvements, your girl wears an old dress. But do not worry about it, as you will have many opportunities to get new items. Girl Adrift is not too bloody, so it is easy to unlock new things. Not surprisingly, with a simple game like this; graphics are not
too unique. The iUnderstander designs everything in the game with a cute Chibi style. The sound is well made, and the music is alive and comfortable to hear. In the game, there is music dedicated to when not fishing and at the beginning of the battle phase. Anyway, Girl Adrift is a pretty fun and addictive game. At the beginning of the game, it can make you overwhelmed for a
while. But once we understand it and see all the options it presents, it's a fantastic game. It has a traditional Japanese style of kibby. This beautiful fishing game can make you a good time and more because you want to discover what this video game may contain. This game has many positive things, such as excellent graphics, appropriate difficulty levels, and a good storyline.
Honestly, being a fishing game is something that doesn't attract players much. However, Girl Adrift is creative, fun, and complex, and an excellent game to go out with friends. In particular, the game does not need internet, so you can play it anywhere and whenever you want. So, if you give this fishing video game experience, be prepared, because at certain times, the creatures
will not let go and will provide you with appropriate pain in your fingers. These times can make you squeeze the screen consistently and quickly. Sometimes your hand will hurt because you're trying to chase them. If you have never played a game of fishing or related to a particular activity, we think this video game can be an excellent opportunity to get started. It gives you a lot of
fun in the style of Chibi anime. Girl Adrift MOD APK is a relatively simple game suitable for those who have little time because everything in the game is easy to find. The game allows you to control a small floating on a raft, swimming to sights around the world to fish. And the actual standard game kills leisure effectively. If there is nothing to do, you can sit and watch on the screen
for almost an hour without getting bored. The gameplay is simple, just drop the fishing line, wait for the fish to bite, then press the screen as Titan Tap to catch fish. Catching fish will give you fish to upgrade items. You also need to make quests to get gems to buy skin to increase statistics and take a long time to go to the witch to get exp to upgrade skills. On holiday, you have
nothing to do with it, then play this game to feel sweeter. If you need to change the mood after intense battles, this will be the right choice. Choice. Choice.
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